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Abstract
The new focus on commercial workloads in simulation
studies of server systems has caused a drastic increase in
the complexity and decrease in the speed of simulation
tools. The complexity of a large-scale full-system model
makes development of a monolithic simulation tool a
prohibitively difficult task. Furthermore, detailed fullsystem models simulate so slowly that experimental results
must be based on simulations of only fractions of a second
of execution of the modelled system.
This paper presents SIMFLEX, a simulation framework
which uses component-based design and rigorous
statistical sampling to enable development of complex
models and ensure representative measurement results with
fast simulation turnaround. The novelty of SIMFLEX lies in
its combination of a unique, compile-time approach to
component interconnection and a methodology for
obtaining accurate results from sampled simulations on a
platform capable of evaluating unmodified commercial
workloads.

1. Introduction
Computer architects have long relied on software
simulation to study the functionality and performance of
proposed hardware designs. Despite phenomenal improvement in system performance over the last decades, the
disproportionate growth in hardware complexity has
steadily increased software model complexity and eroded
simulation speed. Research studies of large-scale server
systems have shifted focus from scientific applications [12]
to commercial workloads [1]. This shift has forced simulation tool developers to expand the scope of their simulation
tools to model system components beyond the processor
and memory hierarchy, and support execution of unmodified operating systems with commercial workloads for
which source code is unavailable [6][10]. The increasing
complexity of both the system model and target workloads
has elevated continued development of monolithic simula-

tors [8][9][10] to a task of herculean proportions.
Moreover, uniprocessor simulations of highly parallel
systems are so slow that researchers must base conclusions
on simulations of only fractions of a second of native
execution time[11][13].
This paper introduces SIMFLEX, a component-based
framework for creating timing models of uni- and multiprocessor server systems running commercial applications.
SIMFLEX addresses the problem of exploding model
complexity through a component-based approach to model
construction, inspired by the Asim simulator[4]. SIMFLEX
ensures that accurate and reliable performance results can
be obtained quickly by integrating the SMARTS methodology [13] for representative simulation sampling with
novel implementation techniques for eliminating the
runtime overheads that arise from component-based software construction.
The following are the key features of SIMFLEX:
• Full System Simulation. SIMFLEX leverages the technology of the commercially-available Simics simulation
tool [6] to provide functional execution of unmodified
commercial operating systems and applications. SIMFLEX
provides a framework for rapidly building timing models
which augment the system emulation performed by
Simics.
• Compile-time component interconnection. SIMFLEX
takes a novel approach to the interconnection of simulator components designed to eliminate the runtime overhead of modular software design. SimFlex takes
advantage of generic programming features of C++ to
express component interconnection at compile-time. This
enables the compiler to perform optimizations across
component boundaries.
• Simulation Sampling. SIMFLEX applies the SMARTS
methodology [13] for choosing and rapidly measuring a
representative sample of each workload. SIMFLEX
extends SMARTS to multiprocessor simulations, and provides support for the development of the code for warm-

ing model state that is essential to achieving unbiased
measurement with SMARTS.
The remainder of this paper describes the design and
impact of each of the key features of SIMFLEX.

2. Full-System Simulation
Until very recently, simulation tools for studying
server architecture [7][8][9] have focused on the study of
scientific applications, such as the SPLASH-2 benchmark
suite [12]. In recent studies, the server architecture performance evaluation community has shifted focus to
commercial applications, such as database management
systems and web servers [1]. With this shift in focus, a
new emphasis has been placed on full-system simulation.
With scientific workloads, overall system performance is
often governed by small kernels which stress CPU features
such as floating point performance, or memory system
bandwidth. Operating system code and peripheral devices
have only a second-order, if any, effect on overall system
performance. With commercial applications, however,
operating system and I/O performance are first-order
determinants of system performance, and must be
included in the software model.
SIMFLEX is built on top of the Simics simulation environment to provide functional emulation of a uni- or
multiprocessor system and associated peripheral devices
[6]. Simics models the complete instruction set architecture and peripherals of a target system in sufficient detail
to boot an unmodified operating system and run commercial applications. When run alone, Simics assumes a
simple timing model where all instructions and memory
accesses take a uniform amount of time. SIMFLEX adds
timing to Simics: Simics provides a stream of fetched
instructions to SIMFLEX, and SIMFLEX models system
timing and controls the advance of time in Simics.
Simics can emulate a wide variety of systems and
instruction set architectures (x86, SPARC, etc.). ISAspecific parts of SIMFLEX are isolated in a single component, making it easy to retarget SIMFLEX to provide a
timing model for any ISA supported by Simics. To date,
SIMFLEX has been used to model both x86- and SPARCbased uni- and multiprocessor systems.

3. Component-based Design
As the scope of a detailed software model increases,
so does the complexity of the software itself. Simply
understanding the model requires a considerable investment of time and the learning curve that must be climbed
before starting research with monolithic simulation tools is
steep. The keys to successful design of a large-scale
timing model are abstraction and composability. When
working with a complex tool, a researcher must not be

forced to understand the intricate details of each part of the
model at all times. Rather, model detail must be hidden by
layers of abstraction which simplify details irrelevant to
the problem at hand. A complex model should be
composed of abstracted pieces whose general function can
be understood at a glance.
SIMFLEX is designed as a framework for connecting
model components. The conceptual design and terminology of SIMFLEX follows that of Asim, a componentbased simulation tool developed at Intel[4]. Each SimFlex
component models a part of the system. Generally, these
components correspond directly to parts of the hardware
being modelled, for example, a level of cache hierarchy, or
a cache-coherence protocol engine. Other components are
pure software constructs, for example, the “feeder”
component which fetches instructions from Simics, or
components which collect traces of memory transactions
for offline analysis. A SIMFLEX simulator is a collection of
components connected together in a hierarchical fashion
as specified in what is called a wiring description.
SIMFLEX is unique in that these wiring descriptions are
C++ code which, when fed to the compiler, produce a
custom simulator binary reflecting the desired wiring.

3.1. Compile-time Interconnection
The concepts of abstraction, modularity and composability are not new innovations of SIMFLEX. Indeed, these
are the very foundations of successful software engineering, and should be employed by any software
development effort of the size and scope of a detailed fullsystem timing model. However, many traditional software
development approaches to modularization, such as
object-oriented programming, incur a performance overhead when used to compose many components. In Asim,
components are interconnected by named wires. When
one component wishes to send data to another, the component writes to the wire. This data is routed to the receiving
component by looking the wires name up in a global hash
table. For large hardware models, which can have
hundreds or thousands of signals, these hash table lookups
are a noticeable fraction of total simulation time, as much
as 20%[5].
In SIMFLEX, components are interconnected at
compile time, rather than at run time. SIMFLEX takes
advantage of C++’s template generic programming facilities to describe components. Each component is written
with its connections to other components, called ports, left
as unspecified C++ template parameters. The description
of these ports specifies the nature and direction of data and
control flow between components. Components can
exchange arbitrarily complex data types, for example, a
description of a memory transaction or a type representing
a CPU instruction with associated functions for retrieving
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Figure 1. A Simple SIMFLEX Simulator.
Recompiling with the SPARC feeder binds the fetch function call
to code in the SPARC feeder, and transparently changes the
instruction data type exchanged by all components.

the inputs and outputs of the instruction. To create a simulator from a collection of components, the researcher
writes a wiring description in highly stylized C++ code
which concisely lists the components used in the simulator
and how their ports are interconnected. When fed to the
compiler, this wiring file results in the instantiation of
component templates with the specified connections.
The strength of this approach is that each connection
between two components results in direct function calls
between the components at run time. Figure 1 shows an
example of a simplified SIMFLEX simulator with four
components, with two alternative versions of the feeder
component for x86 and SPARC. When the fetch component is wired to the x86 feeder component, it calls a
function on the feeder component which returns the
fetched instruction. By making a simple change to the
wiring and recompiling, the fetch component will instead
call a similar function on the SPARC feeder. This change
also transparently changes the instruction data type
exchanged between all components to represent SPARC
instructions. The template facility of C++ allows the same
component code to interact with instructions from both
feeders, despite the large differences between the data
types used to describe instructions in each feeder.
Interconnection of components via function calls
could also be accomplished at run time by clever use of C
function pointers or C++ virtual functions. However, an
advantage of the C++ template approach is that, since the
function call destination is known at compile time, the
compiler can optimize the call. Analysis of compiled
SIMFLEX simulators reveals that nearly all function calls
across ports are inlined by the compiler, often several
levels deep and across multiple components. This kind of
compiler optimization is not possible if components are
interconnected at run time.

3.2. A Library of Reusable Components
Component-based model design enables development
of a library of reusable model components to represent
hardware structures common across many different archi-

tectures. Moreover, multiple versions of a component can
model the hardware structure at various levels of detail.
This allows researchers to trade off accuracy for simulation speed for each component in the system. For example,
we have developed a simple memory component that
applies a constant latency to each memory access, and a
more complex and slower component that models DRAM
bank conflicts. Each experiment can choose to employ the
fast, simple model or more accurate and slow model.
The initial focus of research with SIMFLEX has been
on adding new hardware components to distributed shared
memory nodes to predict future memory requests and
initiate coherence transactions in advance of demand
requests by processing nodes. In order to support this
research, we require highly flexible and detailed models of
cache coherence protocols and the hardware implementations of these protocols. Thus, we have developed a
detailed simulation of a microcoded coherence engine,
based on the design of the coherence engines of the
Piranha prototype from Compaq [2], and cache models
which support a rich bus protocol sufficient for directorybased and snoopy coherence protocols. New coherence
mechanisms can be specified in the abstract and intuitive
microcode language that the coherence engine employs,
without the need to modify the simulator code. Since the
focus of this research is on memory system behavior, we
have a correspondingly complex and slow model of
memory system components. However, we use a simplified in-order CPU model to save development and
debugging time, and accelerate simulation speed.

4. Fast and Accurate Measurement
The disadvantage of detailed software modeling of a
hardware system is the enormous slowdown of simulation
relative to the modelled hardware. Detailed uniprocessor
simulators, such as SimpleScalar [3] are 4000 times
slower than the modelled hardware. Multiprocessor simulators, such as Rsim [8], are even slower, and suffer the
penalty of simulating parallel hardware nodes in series on
a single host. These low simulation speeds render it
impossible to simulate complete commercial workloads
from beginning to end.
To mitigate prohibitively slow simulations,
researchers often use abbreviated instruction execution
streams of benchmarks as representative workloads in
design studies. More than half of the recent papers in toptier computer architecture conferences presented performance claims extrapolated from abbreviated runs.
Researchers predominantly skip the initial 250 million to
two billion instructions and then measure a single section
of 100 million to one billion instructions. However, this
technique rarely captures representative behavior.
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Figure 2. Systematic sampling in SMARTS.

4.1. The SMARTS approach
In [13], we proposed the Sampling Microarchitecture
Simulation (SMARTS) framework which applies statistical
sampling theory to address prohibitively low simulation
speeds and the inaccuracy of using non-representative
samples. Unlike prior approaches to simulation sampling,
SMARTS prescribes an exact and constructive procedure
for selecting a minimal subset from a benchmark’s instruction execution stream to obtain performance estimates
with a desired confidence interval. SMARTS uses a measure
of variability (coefficient of variation) to determine the
optimal sample that captures a program’s inherent variation. An optimal sample generally consists of a large
number of small sampling units. Unbiased measurement
of sampling units as small as 1000 instructions is possible
by applying careful functional warming—maintaining
large microarchitectural state, such as branch predictors
and the cache hierarchy—during fast-forwarding between
sampling units.
The SMARTS procedure details how to apply systematic sampling to choose an optimally small sample to
estimate performance metrics, such as cycles per instruction (CPI), with a desired degree of confidence. In
SMARTS, a sampling unit is defined as U consecutive
instructions in a benchmark’s dynamic instruction stream
such that the population size N is the length of the stream
divided by U. Changing the size of each sampling unit
affects the required sample size, n, since estimating CPI at
a given confidence is directly proportional to the square of
the population’s coefficient of variation, n ∝ V CPI 2 . The
coefficient of variation V CPI decreases due to averaging
effects as U is increased, resulting in fewer sampling units
required to achieve an acceptable estimate. In [13], we
demonstrate that choosing a sample with U = 1000 results
in a minimal number of detail-simulated instructions to
achieve estimates with a desired confidence. Typical
benchmark applications will require a sample size of
approximately n = 10,000 units to achieve 99.7% confidence of ±3% error.
The challenge in applying SMARTS in a practical
simulator is in developing techniques to quickly skip past
the portion of each workload between the many sampling
units, and then computing the correct microarchitectural
state prior to detailed measurement of each sampling unit.

Simics simulation, with SIMFLEX disabled, provides a very
fast functional simulation mode, but leaves microarchitectural state (e.g., cache hierarchy, branch predictors and
target buffers, or pipeline state) unchanged. Stale microarchitectural state introduces a large bias in the measurement
of individual sampling units and, consequently, the final
estimate. We have observed stale-state induced bias as
high as 50% for sampling units of 10,000 instructions.
We address this stale-state bias with a two-tier
strategy for warming model state. For model state which
has a long history, such as caches, we update the cache
state during functional simulation, an approach we call
functional warming. By continuously warming microarchitectural state with very long history, we can analytically
determine a bound on the detailed warm-up required to
initialize the remaining state. Figure 2 graphically illustrates how SMARTS alternates between functional warming
of [ U ( k – 1 ) – W ] instructions, detailed warm-up of W
instructions (without measurement), and detailed simulation and measurement of U instructions. [13] details the
procedure for determining a sampling rate k to achieve a
desired level of confidence in the resulting estimate. We
believe functional warming with brief detailed warm-up is
the most cost-effective approach to achieve accurate CPI
estimation with simulation sampling.

4.2. Multiprocessor SMARTS
Simulating multiprocessor server systems with
SIMFLEX presents new challenges to simulation sampling.
Selecting systematic samples from a single-processor
program execution stream is a well-defined and straightforward procedure. A multiprocessor program execution,
on the other hand, is comprised of multiple instructions
streams with asynchrony and non-determinism among
them. A key challenge for SIMFLEX lies in acquiring a
sample measurement that is free of distortion from these
effects. In addition, because the emulation phases of
SMARTS do not capture timing information, another challenge is in approximating the relative progress of the
different processors.
The most important performance metric for multiprocessor systems is total program run time, which, in turn,
can be used to determine other metrics. To apply sampling
to this problem, we focus on multiprocessor program
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